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The objective of this study was to analyze the 
maritime implications for TAPS tankers 
under distress anchoring at Mid-PWS 
PPOR. The waters of PWS are very deep, 
limiting the number and availability of safe 
anchorages for large deep draft tankers. 

Anchorage locations for large tankers 
frequenting PWS require:

�Adequate water depth and swinging room
�Suitable holding ground 
�Be protected from weather.  
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Project	Sequence
�Summary of Wind Climatology 
�Pre-Simulation Interviews with Local 

Subject Matter Experts and Agency 
Stakeholders

�Simulations Conducted
�Post-Simulation Interviews
�Simulation Results
�Conclusions - Recommendations



Summary	of	Wind	Climatology	
� Analysis conducted by Dr. Peter Olsson of the 

Alaska Experimental Forecast Facility UAA
� Wind roses plotted for multiple sites in PWS
� A wind rose is a graphical representation of a 

wind climatology that incorporates both speed 
and direction

� Goal was to use actual wind conditions in ship 
simulations of PPOR sites
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Pre-Simulation	Interviews	
Safeguard Marine conducted 16 interviews to assure accurate 

ship simulations with individuals from:
� Southwest Alaska Pilots Association
� ADEC
� Active and retired TAPS industry representatives
� Active and retired TAPS ship captains
� Retired PWS assist tugboat operators 
� US Department of Interior
� PWSRCAC
� ADF&G
� NOAA
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Simulations
� 34 simulations were conducted at the AVTEC 

Marine Training Center in Seward, Alaska
� Vessel position was plotted every three minutes
� After the ship anchor was deployed, movement 

was monitored for an hour
� Exit interviews were conducted immediately 

after each of the specific simulations were 
completed



Recommendations
1. Both North Smith Island and the alternative location at North 

Smith Island should not be considered a viable PPOR as 
simulations of tankers consistently grounded. 

2. Outside Bay should not be considered a viable PPOR for tankers 
as it is too close to a ten fathom curve, and does not provide a 
safe swing area for tankers at anchor. 

3. McPherson Bay is a viable PPOR for tankers. The site allows 
enough swing area for tankers at anchor, and provides some 
protection from the majority of environmental conditions. 

4. The PPOR identified in the Prince William Sound Subarea 
Contingency Plan in North and South Prince William Sound 
should be similarly assessed for their capability to provide 
potential refuge for tankers in distress. 


